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Aggregation ®elds of Dictyostelium amoebae are organized by propagating concentric or spiral waves of cAMP. These
waves coordinate cell movement directed toward the aggregation center. We now systematically investigated dark-®eld
wave propagation and chemotactic cell movement during late aggregation and mound formation. The period and the signal
propagation velocity decreased continuously during aggregation leading to a 15-fold decrease of the chemical wavelength.
By analyzing the behavior of single GFP-labeled cells in aggregates and mounds we measured cell movement velocity,
changes in cell shape, periodicity of cell movement, and cell trajectories. In early mounds of strain AX-3 dark-®eld waves
propagated frequently as multiarmed (high-frequency) spirals. During the high-frequency waves observed in the early mound
stage, cell movement speed is low and cell movement rather undirected. During tip formation the wave period decreased
again and the cells started to rotate in the mound at unusually high average speeds of 40 mm/min. The rotation was almost
monotonic with no clear periodicity. Since at this time the majority of the cells had already differentiated into prespore
cells, this implies that prespore cells moved faster than aggregation stage cells. At 12 hr of development cell movement
velocity dropped again and became highly periodic. These measurements show that the relay system is characterized by
a speci®c temporal evolution, which is closely correlated with cellular differentiation. The remarkable changes in cell
movement speed and period indicate a qualitative change in signal and movement parameters which might well be caused
by the observed switch from high- to low-af®nity cAMP receptors during mound formation. This switch might be required
to copy with the increase in cell density and most likely plays a crucial role in the process of cell sorting. q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION an autocatalytic feedback stimulation (Martiel and Gold-
beter, 1987). The desensitization of the receptor, which
may involve its phosphorylation as well as that of Ga2 ,Aggregation of individual Dictyostelium cells into
inhibits the autocatalytic ampli®cation (Caterina et al.,multicellular aggregates has been widely studied and is
1994; Chen et al., 1994). cAMP will be degraded by extra-understood in considerable detail both at the biochemical
cellular phosphodiesterase (PDE) and the receptor resen-level and at the behavioral level. Propagating waves of
sitizes, allowing the cycle to start over again. Various3*5* cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) are the
components of this relay system are developmentally reg-chemotactic signal which controls aggregation. Biochem-
ulated and are induced by cAMP pulses (Gerisch, 1987;ically these cAMP oscillations are based on the detection
Firtel, 1995).of cAMP by a high-af®nity cAMP receptor (cAR1), which
A cAMP wave is initiated by cells in the aggregation cen-couples after activation by cAMP binding to the hetero-
ter and is propagated outward as a concentric ring or a spiraltrimeric G protein Ga2bg (Firtel, 1991; Johnson et al.,
wave by surrounding cells in the aggregation ®eld (Caterina1992b, Devreotes, 1994). The G protein liberates the bg
and Devreotes, 1991). Individual cells respond to a temporalcomplex and interacts via a cytosolic regulator of cAMP
and/or spatial increase of cAMP and start to move chemo-(CRAC) to activate adenylate cyclase leading to the syn-
tactically in the direction of higher cAMP concentrationthesis of cAMP (Lilly and Devreotes, 1994; Chen et al.,
(Varnum et al., 1986; Wessels et al., 1992). The cells move1996). Intracellular cAMP is then secreted to the outside
and eventually binds again to the receptor, resulting in inward only during the rising phase of the wave and stop
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moving when the cAMP concentration falls again. This ity vector method, which is used to describe global cell ¯ow
patterns, has shown that cell movement in mounds of theleads to periodic cell movement accompanied by character-
istic changes in cell shape (Alcantara and Monk, 1974). Un- wild-type strain AX-3 is clearly rotational (Siegert et al.,
1994). However, little quantitative information is availableder conditions of low cAMP the cells appear more or less
rounded, extending pseudopodia in all directions while un- for the movement of individual cells at this stage. Initial
analysis has shown that cells which enter the body of theder conditions of high cAMP they are elongated and extend
pseudopodia straight toward the cAMP source. These shape mound move in a rather disorganized fashion (Siegert and
Weijer, 1991; Doolittle et al., 1995). Understanding slimechanges can be detected as light-scattering changes under
dark-®eld illumination. These so called dark-®eld waves mold morphogenesis will require a detailed understanding
of the mechanisms of differential cell movement control.can be used to visualize the propagating cAMP signal during
early aggregation (Alcantara and Monk, 1974). We have therefore undertaken a systematic, quantitative
analysis of both wave propagation and single cell movementThe dynamics of dark-®eld wave propagation has been
the subject of a number of detailed in vivo studies. By auto- from late aggregation stage until the formation of the tipped
mound.radiography it has been shown that the changes in light
scattering during chemotactic cell movement correlate di-
rectly to cAMP waves (Tomchik and Devreotes, 1981). The
amplitude of the waves varies from 1009 to 1006 M cAMP. METHODS
The dark-®eld waves have been used to quantitate several
parameters of the wave propagation system in vivo. It was
Growth of cells and culture conditions. AX-3 cells were grownshown that both the period and the wave propagation speed
axenically in HI5 medium as described by Sussmann (1987). Thedecrease during aggregation (Gross et al., 1976; Siegert and
cells were grown to a density of 1 1 106 to 106 cells/ml and har-Weijer, 1989). The period decreases continuously from 6
vested by low-speed centrifugation. To initiate development cellsmin at the start of aggregation to 2±3 min after the passage
were placed at density of 5 1 105 cells/cm2 on 1% KK2 (20 mM
of 20±30 waves. Simultaneously the wave propagation potassium phosphate, pH 6.8) agar plates and incubated at 227C for
speed decreases from 600 to 200 mm/min. The dark-®eld 6±12 hr. Usually aggregation started at 6 hr of development, and
waves disappear at the time when aggregation streams form. tipped mounds formed after 12 hr. The percentage of prespore cells
The observation of individual labeled cells in aggregation was determined as the number of cells expressing the prespore-
speci®c cell surface protein PSA, detected by indirect immuno¯u-streams showed that they do not undergo clear periodic
orescence staining with the monoclonal antibody MUD1 as de-shape changes due to tight cell±cell contacts. They appear
scribed in Bichler and Weijer (1994).predominantly elongated leading to a reduced visibility of
Measurement of dark-®eld wave propagation. Dark-®eld wavethe associated optical density changes (Siegert, 1991). How-
propagation was observed under oblique illumination using a Zeissever, a detailed analysis of single cell movement using digi-
IM 35 inverted microscope equipped with 2.5X or 6.3X objectives.tal image processing techniques showed that there is still
The illumination was adjusted by shifting the phase ring partly in
a periodic component to the movement of these cells and the light path in such a way that the faint optical density signals
the measured period corresponded well to the period of related to cell shape changes were enhanced maximally. These opti-
dark-®eld wave propagation (Siegert and Weijer, 1991). cal density waves became visible only in time-lapse recordings.
Aggregation results in the formation of a multicellular The dark-®eld waves were recorded with a Hamamatsu C-2400-08
SIT camera adjusted to medium-high sensitivity in order to reducemound, a hemispherical structure surrounded by a slime
the light intensity. The video signal was analog adjusted to obtainsheet, in which cellular differentiation into at least three
high contrast and then digitized by a video frame grabber boardcell types takes place and the basic spatial arrangement of
(AFG, Imaging Technology) which allows real-time averaging ofthese cell types in a simple linear pattern becomes estab-
incoming video frames. To enhance image quality usually 32lished (Williams, 1991; Loomis, 1995). This period during
frames were averaged and the resulting image was saved to a laserslime mold development is especially important since the
video disc (Sony LVR 4000) in time-lapse mode every 5±20 sec.
prestalk cells, which are initially found randomly distrib- Time±space plots were generated and analyzed as described in
uted in the mound, chemotactically sort out to the top of Siegert and Weijer (1989, 1995).
the aggregate to form the tip (Traynor et al., 1992). The Cell movement and contour analysis of GFP-labeled cells. To
tip, which controls all morphogenetic movements during determine the movement of individual cells in aggregates and
mounds we mixed a low percentage (0.1±0.5%) of ¯uorescent GFP-multicellular development until the formation of the fruit-
expressing AX-3 cells with unlabeled AX-3 cells. Fluorescent cellsing body, has been shown to function as an embryonic orga-
were obtained by transforming AX-3 cells with a construct con-nizer (Rubin and Robertson, 1975).
taining the gene for GFP (green ¯uorescent protein, Chal®e et al.,There is no comprehensive description of wave propaga-
1994) under the control of the Dictyostelium actin-15 Promotor.tion and cell movement during the transition from late ag-
Shortly the GFP fragment was cut from the DdGFP vector gener-gregation to the tipped mound stage. Recently it has become
ously provided by R. Kay (Cambridge) as a BamHI±XhoI fragment
possible to visualize dark-®eld wave propagation in the and inserted in a PB15 vector (provided by D. Mannstein, London)
mound stage and it has been shown that the waves propa- where GFP will be expressed under the control of an actin-15 (A15)
gate as concentric rings, spirals, or multiarmed spirals de- promoter. Fluorescence was observed in a Zeiss inverted micro-
pending on the strain and experimental conditions (Siegert scope (Axiovert 10) equipped with special ®lters (shortpass
425DF45, dichroic mirror 475 nm, long pass 450 nm; Omega Opti-and Weijer, 1995). Cell movement analysis using the veloc-
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cal, Instruments S.A., Grasbrunn, Germany). The cells were ob-
served with 20X or 40X Neo¯uar objectives. The excitation light
was reduced 64-fold by neutral density ®lters in order to avoid
damage to the cells. Video images were recorded with a Hamamatsu
C-2400-08 SIT camera adjusted to maximal sensitivity. To further
reduce the exposure of the cells to damaging illumination the expo-
sure time was reduced to 0.6 sec every 5 sec using a computer-
controlled shutter. Within these 0.6 sec 16 video frames were aver-
aged and stored as described above. This technique allowed us to
track GFP-labeled cells for more than 2.5 hr without any noticeable
photo damage of the cells. For movement analysis the cells were
tracked either automatically or interactively on screen as described
in Siegert and Weijer (1991, 1992) using specially written applica-
tion programs. The automatic cell tracking program uses a 50 1
50 pixel area around each cell and an adaptive threshold procedure
to determine the center of mass (the center of all pixels above
threshold) of a cell at successive time points. An image of 50 1 50
pixel size of each cell was stored on hard disk in order to obtain a
time series of cell shape changes (see Figs. 4 and 5). The resulting
cell movement tracks, consisting of the successive x, y coordinates
of the center of mass, were processed by digital ®ltering and auto-
correlation analysis as described in Siegert and Weijer (1991). Cell
contours in time series images were determined as follows: by
choosing an adaptive threshold procedure cells were ®rst separated
from background, followed by a median ®ltering to reduce noise,
followed by a Laplace ®ltering to extract cell borders. Contour val-
ues were determined by counting all cell boundary pixels. Time
series of contour values were processed as described for optical
density time series.
RESULTS
Analysis of wave propagation and cell movement during
mound formation. Our main ®ndings for the axenic wild
type strain AX-3 are summarized in Fig. 1. The period of
the dark-®eld waves decreased from 4 min during early ag-
gregation to around 1.25 min during late aggregation, when
streams were still ¯owing into the forming mound (Fig.
1A). During mound formation the period started to increase
again to about 4 min. The dark-®eld waves disappeared FIG. 1. Summary of important parameters of dark-®eld wave prop-
completely at the time of tip formation. This must be attrib- agation and cell movement from the onset of aggregation (6 hr of
uted to an increasing thickening and contraction of the starvation) until the tipped aggregate stage (14 hr of starvation).
The corresponding developmental stages are symbolized at the bot-mound and the formation of the slime sheet, a situation
tom of the graph. During early aggregation (6±8 hr) wave periodsimilar to that found in slugs. At the same time wave propa-
drops from 6 to 1.25 min and wave propagation speed slows fromgation velocity decreased from 600 mm/min at early aggrega-
500 to 100 mm/min. Cell movement speed is low in aggregationtion to 80±100 mm/min in mounds (Fig. 1B). The cell move-
streams. In late aggregates, while streams are still ¯owing in (8 hr),ment speed of of labeled single cells was around 15 mm/
cells slow down and move in a disorganized way (compare with
min in aggregation streams and slowed at 8 hr for a short Fig. 3A). After mound formation cell movement speed increases
period to 8 mm/min when the cells entered the aggregate dramatically accompanied by a strong rotational movement. Wave
(Fig. 1C). Unexpectedly, cell movement velocity increased propagation speed stays low and wave period increases. Shortly
dramatically reaching a peak value of about 40 mm/min at before tip formation the optical density waves disappear and cell
12 hr of development. After a 1 to 2-hr period of rotation movement speed drops again. Shown are means and standard devia-
tions of the mean from 3±10 experiments at each time point.at this high speed, cell movement slowed again.
Dark-®eld wave propagation is shown in detail for one
experiment in Fig. 2. Figure 2A shows an early mound under
dark-®eld illumination with streams still entering the ag- by time-lapse video recordings (data not shown). This rota-
tional cell movement is typical for strain AX-3. Figure 2Bgregate. Dark-®eld waves are invisible in still video images.
The arrangement of the streams suggests clockwise rota- shows the same mound as in Fig. 2A after application of an
image subtraction algorithm in which successive imagestional cell movement in the mound, which was con®rmed
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FIG. 2. Optical density waves during mound formation as visualized by different image processing techniques. (A) Bright-®eld image of
an early mound. Bar, 50 mm. (B) The same mound after subtraction of six subsequent video frames each 10 sec apart from the initial
image shown in (A). Multiarmed spiral waves appear as bright and dark bands. (C) The same mound as in (A and B), but 50 min later in
development. (D, E) Time±space plot showing optical density wave propagation during a period of 65 min. The x axis of the time±space
plot corresponds to the white rectangle in (A), the y axis corresponds to developmental time (x axis in F). The sequence starts with an
early mound showing fast dark-®eld wave oscillations. Later the mound compacts (approx. at the upper left arrow) and the oscillations
slow down. The two white arrows indicate the time point at which the subtraction pictures (B, C) were acquired. (F) Plot of the optical
density trace as a function of time at the location in the mound indicated by the white rectangle in the time±space plot in (D, E). The
pair of black arrows at the left indicating compound waves corresponds to the pair of black arrows in (D). The arrows at the right correspond
to the pair of black arrows in (E).
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are subtracted from an initial image and added over time Siegert and Weijer, 1991). The cells moved in a clearly peri-
odic fashion with fast cell movement after chemotactic(Siegert and Weijer, 1995). This procedure is repeated some
time later Fig. 2C. In Figs. 2B and 2C it can be seen that stimulation and stand still during the relay recovery phase
(adaptation). After stream formation the cells moved withthe waves propagate as multiarmed spirals as is typical for
strain AX-3. The temporal behavior of wave propagation is a slightly increased average velocity (15±18 mm/min). The
period of reduced cell movement between successive wavesshown in Figs. 2D±2F. Figures 2D and 2E show a time±
space plot of wave propagation during the whole sequence became smaller, the period of wave propagation decreased,
and the cells moved in a more continuous fashion. As soonof mound formation starting from late aggregation until the
beginning of tip formation. The time±space plot was con- as the cells entered the forming aggregate, they went
through a period of more or less undirected and slow motionstructed by recording gray values along a horizontal window
through the mound over time (see Fig. 2A). The x axis corre- (5±12 mm/min). Figure 3 shows characteristic cell tracks of
¯uorescently labeled single cells and their movement ratessponds to the horizontal length of the window while the y
axis represents time. From the beginning (top) to the upper during different stages of mound formation. Figure 3A
shows the movement tracks of ®ve labeled cells, which justlarge arrow aggregation streams are still entering the aggre-
gate, visible as a diffuse boundary between aggregate and had entered the mound during the period of slow undirected
movement. Figure 3B shows the corresponding movementagar surface (Fig. 2D). Later the mound contracted and the
boundary sharpened. In Fig. 2E the mound had already ex- rate over time for one of these cells. During this period
the cells received the high-frequency signalsÐappearing astended into the air and the microscope had to be refocused
in order to observe the dark-®eld waves (the boundary be- multiarmed spirals (Figs. 2B and 2C)Ðthat were in the time
range of 1.25 min. In a later stage the undirected, disorga-tween agar and mound appears diffuse again). The dark-®eld
waves appear as a roof-shaped slanted pattern of dark and nized cell movement switched to a clear rotational move-
ment (Fig. 3C). Simultaneously the movement velocity in-bright bands. The upper and lower large white arrows indi-
cate the time points, when the subtraction images Figs. 2B creased steadily until the cells moved extremely rapidly,
reaching average velocities of up to 50 mm/min. Periodicand 2C were acquired. The slope of the bands indicates
the velocity of wave propagation. The velocity values range cell movement behavior was found only in some cells. It
appeared as small periodic modulations of a very high basalfrom 130 mm/min at the beginning to 100 mm/min toward
the end of mound formation (65 min). The spacing between speed (Fig. 3D). This observation is consistent with the no-
tion that the optical density waves caused by periodic celldark and bright bands represents the period of the waves.
From Figs. 2D and 2E it is evident that the wave period shape changes became undetectable during this stage of de-
velopment. After about 12 hr of developmentÐthe time ofdecreased during mound formation. First, the optical den-
sity waves propagate as two closely spaced light bands fol- cell sorting and tip formationÐthere was again a dramatic
change in the behavior of the cells: Movement speed slowedlowed by a wider darker region. The period of these waves
is 2.5 min for each pair of double bands and 1.25 min for considerably and became clearly periodic, with a period of
4±6 min (Figs. 3E and 3F). The reduction in movementeach bright band. By plotting the normalized gray values as
a function of time (Fig. 2F) at a speci®c location in the speed to values between 15 and 25 mm/min resulted from
a reduced maximal speed as well as a strong drop in velocitymound (indicated by the white rectangles in Figs. 2D and
2E), it can be seen that the high-frequency oscillations dis- between successive movement steps. Shortly after this pe-
riod the mounds elongated to form the ®rst ®nger underappeared by a gradual lengthening of the period between
each propagating pair of double bands and between the the control of the tip, which serves as the pacemaker for
later development.bands of each pair. This is indicated by pairs of arrows in
Figs. 2D±2F. The two black arrows in Fig. 2D indicate a Periodic cell movement correlates with changes in cell
shape. During early aggregation chemotactically movingclosely spaced double band, which is also visible in the
optical density plot (®rst pair of arrows in Fig. 2F). A double cells go through characteristic cell shape changes. Before
stream formation cells appear elongated if they move to-band during late mound formation is indicated by two
arrows in Figs. 2E and 2F (second pair of arrows). The period ward a cAMP gradient (the light band of the dark-®eld
wave) and appear rounded with several pseudopodia ex-of the late waves is 5 min for each pair of double bands
and 2.5 min for each bright band. Toward the end of the tended in different directions in between successive waves
(the dark band of the dark-®eld wave). Time-lapse videomeasurement the mound rounded off and extended into the
air, leading to the gradual and ®nally the complete disap- recordings showed that cells in aggregation ®elds move
fast if they are elongated and more slowly if they arepearance of the optical density waves.
Changes in cell movement speed during mound forma- rounded (data not shown). In order to investigate if optical
density waves in mounds result from cAMP-induced peri-tion. We also analyzed the movement of single cells dur-
ing mound formation (Fig. 1C). At each stage we measured odic cell shape changes, we analyzed the cell shape of peri-
odically moving cells. We found that cells in mounds un-8±30 cells in 3±10 independent experiments. During early
aggregation when the cells were still single, average cell dergo changes in cell shape in the same manner as in aggre-
gation ®elds and furthermore that these changes aremovement speed was low (10 mm/min) and the period of
velocity changes was comparable to the period seen in opti- correlated with periodic changes in cell movement speed
(Fig. 4). Figure 4A shows a typical mound in dark-®eldcal density oscillations, i.e., 4±6 min (data not shown,
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FIG. 3. Tracking of single ¯uorescently labeled cells in mounds at different times of development. Untransformed AX-3 cells were mixed
with 0.1% AX-2 or AX-3 cells expressing green ¯uorescent protein (GFP) under control of the actin-15 promotor. Three to ®ve cells were
tracked manually every 10 sec for 30±100 time points. (A, C, E) Images of mounds with cell tracks of some selected ¯uorescent cells. A
track of white circles represents the position of the center of mass of the cell at 10-sec intervals. The corresponding developmental stage
is shown in the lower left corner. (B, D, F) show the movement rates calculated from the cell tracks for one representative cell (whose
start position is indicated by a white arrow in the corresponding image of the mound (A, C, E)). Note that the velocity changes in late
mounds (E) are strongly periodic as can be seen also from the spacing of the white circles. Bar, 50 mm.
illumination. Figure 4B shows the same mound with sev- evident that the cell undergoes several periods of elonga-
tion and contraction as is typical for chemotactically mov-eral GFP labeled cells and the track of a single cell. The
cell shape was analyzed by storing an image of the cell on ing cells. In this developmental stage (11 hr), cell speed is
characterized by a high basal level (mean velocity of 25hard disk for each time point of the cell track. Such a
time series is displayed in sequential order in Fig. 4C. Each mm/min in this cell) with weak periodic modulations. De-
spite the clear changes in cell shape, it is not possible tocircle of the cell track in Fig. 4B corresponds to an image
of the cell in Fig. 4C (®rst image to upper right, last image visualize dark-®eld waves in this stage, probably due to
the unfavorable shape and compactness of the mound. In-to the lower left). Figure 4D shows the corresponding con-
tour images of this cell. From Figs. 4C and 4D it becomes terestingly we found that cells in mounds do not appear
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FIG. 4. Tracking of a ¯uorescently labeled cell in a mound at t  11 hr at high magni®cation (4001). (A) Phase image of the mound. (B)
A GFP-labeled cell was tracked for 100 time points at 5-sec intervals. (C) Plot of the cell tracked in B. The image in the upper right corner
of C corresponds to t  0 min., and the image in the lower left corner corresponds to t  16 min. (D) Contour of the cell shown in C.
Bar, 50 mm.
to be so polarized (leading to continuous elongation) as they appeared more rounded and extended pseudopodia in
different directions (Fig. 5C). This is the time when theduring aggregation. Cells in aggregation streams are elon-
gated most of the time, while cells in mounds move around rapidly oscillating multiarmed spirals are observed. How-
ever, on a single cell level we were not able to establish aas individuals.
We extended these investigations of single cell behavior correlation between periodic changes in cell shape and the
rapid optical density oscillations. Figure 5D shows thatto all stages of mound formation and analyzed both velocity
of cell movement and changes in cell shape (Fig. 5). During there is a weak correlation of periodic cell movement and
cell shape. During late mound development, the time whencell migration in streams and in early mounds we observed
periodic cell movement and shape changes in only a few cell movement became clearly periodic and the speed
slowed again, we found a pronounced correlation betweencases. Single cells in aggregation streams remained predom-
inantly elongated until they entered the aggregate (Fig. 5A). changes in velocity and cell shape (Figs. 5E and 5F). When
the cell was stretched out, it moved quickly and when itBy calculating the contour values of the cell at each time
point we were able to measure the shape changes quantita- was rounded, it moved slowly. We found such a strong cor-
relation only in aggregation ®elds before stream formation.tively. Despite the clear changes in cell movement speed
(dotted line), which indicate the passage of three cAMP Both stages are characterized by an almost complete halt of
cell movement between successive signal waves.wave fronts, changes in cell shape are small (solid line) and
not correlated to movement speed (Fig. 5B). This is presum- Changes in cell movement speed correlate with cell type-
speci®c gene expression. We analyzed the appearance ofably due to tight cell±cell contacts which impede rounding
up and pseudopod extension. For the same reason dark-®eld several cell type-speci®c markers via cell type-speci®c pro-
moter-driven LacZ expression under our experimental con-waves and periodic cell movement are dif®cult to observe
in aggregation streams. As the cells entered the aggregate, ditions. The expression of the prespore-speci®c gene D19
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FIG. 5. Cell shape changes associated with different stages of development. Successive images of a cell moving (A) in an aggregation
stream, (C) in an early mound with aggregation streams still ¯owing in, and (E) in a tipped mound. (A, C, E) The time series starts with
the upper left image and ends with the lower right image. (B, D, F) Movement rate as calculated from the displacement of the center of
mass between successive time points (dotted line) and change in cell shape as determined by the number of pixels representing the contour
(solid line). Each dot in (B, D, F) corresponds to an image of a cell in (A, C, E). Magni®cation, 4001.
starts during aggregation and can already be observed in gal started when the increase in cell movement speed was
measured. To quantitate the data we measured the appear-single cells in aggregation streams. The expression of the
stalk-speci®c reporter gene constructs ecmA gal and ecmB ance of the prespore-speci®c protein PSA. It appeared ex-
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et al., 1994). The very low values of 5 mm/min reported for
AX-3 by Varnum et al. (1986) may not represent the natural
situation, since they measured single cells from dissaggreg-
ated mounds. That these extreme velocities were not mea-
sured earlier may be related to fact that there are no system-
atic quantitative measurements of the movement of single
cells in intact mounds and the relatively small temporal
window of 1±2 hr in which these velocities actually oc-
cur. Although we have no experimental evidence, we can-
not rule out the possibility that these high velocities are
the result of cells migrating on top of each other. This
would lead to a summation of velocities with slowly mov-
ing cells near the substrate and quickly moving cells near
the top of the mound. However, it has been observed that
FIG. 6. Comparison of the kinetics of prespore differentiation
slugs migrate at speeds proportional to their lengths andwith the changes in cell movement speed. The solid line shows
2-mm-long slugs can migrate up to 40±50 mm/min (In-the appearance of cells expressing the prespore-speci®c cell surface
ouye and Takeuchi, 1979). High velocities of single cellsprotein PSA as detected by the MUD1 monoclonal antibody. The
were also observed in prestalk zones of migrating slugschange in cell movement speed (Fig. 1C) is plotted as a dotted line.
(Siegert and Weijer, 1992).
During early aggregation there is clear correlation be-
tween signal periodicity and movement periodicity (Var-
num-Finney et al., 1987; Siegert and Weijer, 1991; Wesselsactly at the time when we observed the increase in oscilla-
tion period and cell movement speed (Fig. 6), suggesting et al., 1992). The cells only elongate and move while they
detect an increasing concentration of cAMP. When thethat the increase in cell movement speed is somehow linked
to differentiation (see Discussion). cAMP concentration is maximal, cells adapt and spread out
pseudopodia while they recover sensitivity to the cAMP
signal. If a new cAMP signal is sensed, cells in aggregation
®elds ®rst cringe; that is, they temporarily contract. ThisDISCUSSION
cringe response is kinetically related to the fast cGMP peak
seen 7±10 sec after cAMP stimulation (Ross and Newell,We measured simultaneously several parameters of the
cAMP signaling system during late aggregation and mound 1981; Segall, 1992; Chandrasekhar et al., 1995). Then the
elongation phase starts again. This behavior dissappearsformation in Dictyostelium. By analyzing dark-®eld wave
propagation we were able to investigate the spatial appear- when the cells enter aggregation streams and form cell±
cell contacts. Migrating cells in aggregation streams appearance of the cAMP signal as well as signal propagation veloc-
ity and frequency. By analyzing the behavior of single GFP- elongated most of the time and periodicity of cell move-
ment becomes blurred. This must be attributed to the factlabeled cells in undisturbed aggregates and mounds we
could measure cell movement velocity, changes in cell that a cell which stops moving due to adaptation is pushed
and pulled by neighboring cells. This leads to almost con-shape, periodic cell movement, and cell trajectories.
In the axenic strain AX-3 cell movement velocity in- stant cell movement in long aggregation streams. For this
reason dark-®eld waves (due to cell shape changes) are dif®-creased during development; however, this increase was not
monotonous. Cell movement velocity was low during early cult to observe in streams. These strong polarized cell±cell
contacts disappear during mound formation, suggestingaggregation and increased only slightly when the cells en-
tered aggregation streams. Once they reached the aggrega- changes in the adhesion system. The cells again show cycles
of pseudopod extension, elongation, and contraction. Thistion center, cell movement became temporarily disordered
and the speed slowed. Then cell movement became highly was also found for cells migrating in the prespore zone of
slugs. Prespore cells go through periodic shape changes ac-ordered and strongly rotational and, surprisingly, cell move-
ment speed increased threefold. This occurred at about 9± companied by periodic cell movement with a period of 2±
3 min (Siegert and Weijer, 1991, 1992). Dark-®eld waves11 hr of starvation, right at the time when multiarmed
spirals were observed. Rotational cell movement in aggre- can be observed in early mounds only. In late mounds, as
in slugs, we were not able to measure optical density wavegates and mounds is typical for strain AX-3. Different modes
of cell movement in mounds were observed in other strains. propagation probably because of the forming slime sheet,
which stiffens the surface of the tissue.XP55, for example, never shows rotational cell movement,
while in AX-2 we observed both rotational and nonrota- Do the high-frequency optical density waves re¯ect
high-frequency cAMP waves? We observed very-high-fre-tional cell movement (Siegert and Weijer, 1995). An average
cell movement velocity as high as 40 mm/min was never quency dark-®eld waves of 1.25 min. in early mounds. It is
likely that the cells are not able to discriminate such high-observed in single cell measurements before in Dictyostel-
ium. Values of earlier investigations range from 5 to 20 mm/ frequency signals as separate events, since their motion is
quite slow and highly uncoordinated at this stage. Analysismin (Varnum et al., 1986; Durston and Vork, 1979; Siegert
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of the movement rate was unable to detect single cell move- before the system is completely desensitized. The quantita-
tive description of these parameters of cAMP relay and wavement with a 1-min period as predicted from the time±space
plots. On the other hand, however, there are clearly fast propagation also show the necessity for regulation. The ob-
served decrease in chemical wavelength may explain theperiodic events that propagate over the mound. These opti-
cal density waves in mounds are most likely caused by the existence of several G-proteins and four different cAMP re-
ceptors with different levels of sensitivity and types of de-chemotactic response. Analysis of cell shape changes at the
early mound stage, however, was also not able to reveal a velopmental regulation (review Chen et al., 1996; Johnson
et al., 1992; Yu and Saxe, 1995). Increasingly higher cell1-min periodicity in cell shape change. From the time±
space plot it becomes evident that the waves appear as densities may require a switch from high-af®nity receptor
types used during aggregation to low-af®nity types in multi-bright double bands separated by a wider dark region (see
Figs. 2D and 2E). Autocorrelation analysis shows that these cellular stages.
Indeed, during early aggregation the cells aggregatedouble bands travel with a frequency of 2.5 min (data not
shown). This suggests that the cells change their shape more mainly by the use of high-af®nity receptor CAR1. CAR1
null mutants cannot aggregate (Sun and Devreotes, 1991).than once per cAMP pulse. The two bright bands may be
correlated to slight shape changes caused by the reorganiza- However, if cells are treated with exogenous pulses of cAMP
in suspension culture, they will form aggregates that cantion of the actin cytoskeleton after stimulation by cAMP.
The formation of F-actin was found to have two peaks be induced to proceed with development independently
(Soede et al., 1994). It is hypothesized that the presence ofwithin a period of 60 sec after stimulation (for review see
Chen et al., 1996). It is still an open question whether the another early cAMP receptor, CAR3, which is present in
low copy number, can substitute for CAR1 under these con-high-frequency optical density waves seen during the early
mound stage re¯ect high-frequency cAMP signals or multi- ditions. Two low-af®nity receptors (CAR2 and CAR4) ap-
pear typically at the mound and slug stages, respectively,ple high-frequency cell responses to a slower cAMP signal.
We consider the last possibility more likely because it (Hereld and Devreotes, 1992; Johnson et al., 1992). CAR2
null mutants cannot develop beyond the mound stage, dem-would ®t the known desensitization time of the cAMP re-
ceptors better, which has been shown to lie around 3±4 min onstrating the importance of CAR2 for later development.
However, at the moment it cannot be discriminatedfor all cAMP receptors at all stages of development (Johnson
et al., 1992, Devreotes, personal communication). whether CAR2 is involved in cell type-speci®c gene expres-
sion or whether it is involved in propagating the chemotac-The chemical wavelength decreases 15-fold during early
aggregation. During aggregation the chemical wavelength tic signal required for cell sorting or both. The increase
in period length we observed during tip formation may bedecreases considerably. In the beginning of aggregation the
period length of the cAMP waves is around 6 min (Gross et attributed to a change in receptors present at this stage of
development. The clearly observable switch from 2- to 4-al., 1976; Tomchik and Devreotes, 1981; Siegert and Weijer,
1989). In the process of aggregation the frequency of the min periods may represent the switch from usage of high-
af®nity CAR1 receptors to another receptor type. It is rea-signal decreases continuously until it settles at a 2.5-min
oscillation period in early mounds. Simultaneously the sonable to assume that when the cells enter the mound the
amplitude of the cAMP signals is going to increase and thatwave propagation velocity decreases 6-fold from 600 to 100
mm/min. This results in a theoretical 15-fold decrease in this requires a low-af®nity receptor to function. Recently
it was found that by the time of tip formation (12±14 hrthe chemical wavelength from 3600 to 250 mm (or a 30-fold
decrease if the period length of 1.25 min is correct). This of development) the distribution of the CAR2 protein is
restricted to the prestalk cells (Yu and Saxe, 1996), whilerelation is presumably very important because it means that
the same signaling system can organize both large aggrega- the CAR3 protein is expressed in mounds only in the pre-
spore cell population. Since our labeling method does nottion territories in the range of centimeters and mounds
which typically have a diameter of only a few hundred mi- allow us to discriminate the prespore and prestalk cell popu-
lation, we can only hypothesize that the increase in periodcrometers. The reason for this decrease is at least 2-fold:
®rst, many of the biochemical components involved in the length is related to the change from the high-af®nity cAMP
receptor CAR1 during early aggregation to the lower af®nitycAMP relay response, such as the cAMP receptors, the G-
protein, and adenylate cyclase, are strongly developmen- receptors CAR2 and CAR3 during the mound stage. Since
cell tracking was restricted to the main body of the mound,tally regulated. They are all induced by pulses of cAMP
and their activity increases strongly during the aggregation it is very likely that we measured the relay signal of the
prespore cell population. A comparison of the temporal be-stage. This makes the system more excitable in the course
of aggregation and is partly responsible for the observed havior of prespore and prestalk markers and cell movement
velocity showed a clear correlation between prespore differ-increase in oscillation frequency. Second, there is a clear
correlation between cell density and oscillation frequency. entiation and movement speed. Cell type-speci®c GFP re-
porter gene expression using different wavelength muta-Cells at high densities amplify the signal faster and the
oscillation frequency increases. This leads to a decrease in tions of GFP will allow in the near future the simultaneous
observation of both cell populations and will help to clarifywave propagation velocity due to the dispersive properties
of this excitable medium (Vasiev et al., 1994; HoÈ fer et al., the role of the observed wave and movement dynamics in
the process of cell sorting and tip formation.1995). Waves propagate more slowly if they are induced
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